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Funkin cocktails project research and sketches



Working on other ideas for a logo name, design and the 
packaging shape. (digital)

Experimenting with different bottle shapes and logos.
Most of the shapes didn’t work for me and i wasn’t pleased with them, 
so i took a completely different path. Looking back to the brief, Funkin 
Cocktails company sells alcohol mixer drinks so i tried to work with a 
bottle shape that would look more like a cocktail shaker. 



Finished design (packaging, logo)

Went with this design as it felt more elegant and 
worked really well together with logo design.



Extreme Sports project research and sketches



Working on ideas (digital)

Did a few different logo designs and went 
with a simple design. I kept the name Max 
and added 2 different colour backgrounds.
Combined black with red as it best showed 
my idea of what kind of logo i wanted to 
make for extreme sports travel company 
as red colour usually asociates with 
something dangerous and the colour 
black makes it stand out even more. 
For the name itself i chose it cause Max describes more how extreme this sports 
travel company is. The name makes it more extreme.



Business card

Compliment slip

Letter heading

Finished design (logo, leaflet, letter heading, 
business card, compliment slip).

Simple design that stands out really well but still does it job.



ZOO YORK project research and sketches



Working on ideas (digital)

For this project i needed to design a swing tags, so i tried to 
incorporate elements, such as building, graffiti and animals.
As the logo felt more in a graffiti style, i tried to combine the 
logo with graffiti to see how it would look together and from 
my point of view it felt like they really well complimented each other.
For another design i went with Zoo animals which also looked really well together with the logo itself.  
  



Finished designs (tags, bag)
1. design 2. design

For me i feel like the first design goes really well with the logo and 
incorporates a lot of features the Zoo York company is known for.



Olive oil project research and sketches



Possible designs for final product (digital)

I went with these type of bottle shapes as it looked more like an olive oil.
Here i have a different type of logo designs to see which one would work 
really well together with the shape of the bottle. From my point of view 
a couple of designs went really well together.



Finished designs (labels, packaging)

1. design

2. design

I went with 2 final designs that looked really 
good.
I am really pleased with this outcome as the whole
combination of bottle, logo and packaging works 
really good with each other.



Artique project sketches

Colours for paint tubes

My own painting.
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Packaging designs (research), (digital).
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Packaging designs i will use

I went with with primary and secondary 
colours + black and white.
For the packaging design for colour tubes/bottle 
i went with a shape that would be easy to use.
For this design i went with bright colours and 
made it really vibrant and playfull.



Finished designs (packaging)
1. design 2. design

These designs went really well for acrylic paint design. They came out really colourful and 
vibrant. Every detail for each design has been made in a way that every part of it would go 
together and look as a complete set.


